When influence coefficient (IC) method is used in rotor balancing, it is possible that serious errors could be resulted in unbalance determinations due to the contamination of measurements and IC matrix being ill-posed. In this study, the availability of least squares algorithm (LSA) and Tikhonov regularization (TR) is studied by error estimations of unbalance determination with considering measurement errors. Also, the influence of illness of the IC matrix equation on the change of balancing accuracy relative to the measurement error will be simulated. The finite element method is used to analyze unbalance responses of a rotor-bearing system and the analysis results of both TR and LSA are compared in case studies. Furthermore, the validations of both methods are realized by balancing experiments of a rotor kit.
Introduction
The IC method is one of the standards and widely used procedure for in-field or on-site balancing in industry, which is performed on a computer for unbalance determination and it requires very little knowledge about the balancing rotor. Goodman (1) extended the basic IC method to include the LSA while the number of measurement sensors must be larger than or equal to balancing planes. For obtaining meaningful results, the vibrations measured from various modes should have the same magnitude. Thus, Bigret et al. (2) described the weighted IC method modified to use a generalized weighting of particular speeds or sensors. However, certain errors are caused by inaccuracies of sensors, planes or/and instruments and nonlinearity of rotor-bearing system inherent in the measurement. Kang et al. (3) presented a modified influence coefficient method with the consideration of measurement errors to improve the balancing accuracy of asymmetrical rotors. Also, Kang and his colleagues (4, 5) investigated the optimal locations of measurement sensors and balancing planes by the minimization of condition number. In their study, genetic algorithm and tabu search are utilized with LSA to seek the minimum condition numbers for various location selections in the evaluation of the illness of IC matrix. However, the LSA has lack of robustness against measurement error when the condition number of IC matrix is large. Serious errors in determination results can be induced due to tiny error in measurement. Thus, it is necessary to utilize a robust method to solve inverse problem of unbalance determinations. Recently, the illness studies in (6) have been transformed from mathematical field to practical physics and induce common interesting. The most solving methods are based on Tikhonov regularization (7) . However, a kernel problem of TR algorithm is to search an appropriate regularization parameter for the determination of the approximate solution with sufficient accuracy and robustness of anti-perturbation. Hansen (8) advocated the L-curve criterion to determine regularization parameter for a reasonable compromise between both small norm changes of the residual and the regularization solution. Additionally, the L-curve criterion may not yield regularized solution to converge in a certain problem which has been shown by Vogel (9) . Hanke (10) presented the limitations of L-curve criterion that it does not work well when the exact solution is very smooth. However, the corner of the L-curve corresponds with an appropriate regularization parameter for the compromise between accurate solution and noise resistance (11) . Therefore, the L-curve criterion is utilized in this study to decide the regularization parameter for TR in the unbalance determination. This study utilizes TR to solve IC equations and the results are compared with those using traditional LSA for the unbalances determination of a rotor-bearing system. The changes of balancing accuracy relative to the measurement error are analyzed in case studies by means of finite element method and practical experiments.
Error Analysis for Influence Coefficient Method
The linear relationships between whirl responses and unbalance forces can be expressed in a form of IC matrix as r Au =
(1) where A is IC matrix with n×m dimension, u is 1 × m unbalance vector, and r is 1 × n vector of whirl responses. When A -1 exists (m=n), the original unbalances can be determined by
, subscript i and j are denoted the locations of measurements and balancing planes, w j is mass-radius product of trial mass on the jth plane, r ij and r io denote both whirl responses measured by sensors at the ith location, the second subscript j and o are denoted for the measurements of after-balance due to the trial mass on the jth plane and due to original unbalances respectively. The unbalance corrections will be obtained from
for total m planes. When contamination of measurements is considered, while IC matrix remains unaltered is taken into consideration, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
where u δ is perturbation of unbalance due to measurement errors r δ . The relative error can be expressed by
Furthermore, the influence of measurement error and the perturbation of IC matrix denoted by A δ are taken into consideration simultaneously. Eq. (1) can be rewritten by
The error upper bound of its solution relative to the exact solution can be expressed as
where the details of above formulation was presented in Datta (12) . Thus, if IC matrix is ill-posed, i.e.
) (
is very large, small perturbation will induce serious errors in the solution.
When the number of measurement sensors is larger than the number of balancing planes ( m n ≠ and m n > ), the solution will be obtained by using LSA to minimize residual responses of measurement locations, i.e. minimize r u A − ⋅ , which can be described by
where H is denoted to be complex conjugate and transpose of IC matrix. Similarly, the influences of measurements contamination and perturbation of IC matrix are taken into consideration simultaneously; the relative error of least squares solution can be expressed by 
Unbalances Determination by Using Tikhonov Regularization
The objective function of Tikhonov regularization is the minimization of a smoothing functional as shown by 
where c is a constant as the regularization parameter which is close to zero, i.e. 
Determination of Regularization Parameter Using L-curve Criterion
Tikhonov regularization formulates a well-posed type ( r u Au = + α ) to approach the real solution of original ill-posed problem ( r Au = ). When its regularization parameter α is enough small, it means that the well-posed type is neighborhood of original problem. However, it cannot be too small, otherwise, the regularized type which inherits illness from origin problem is difficultly to solve.
The L-curve criterion is used to determine the regularization parameter by L-curve which is plotted for the changes of solution norm û versus the norm of residual r u A − . Both norms are described in the log scale on basis of 10. The name is given for this criterion because the curve can be plotted in L shape.
For x log Au r = −
and y log u = in planar diagram, the curvature of L-curve, which is function of regularization parameter α , can be expressed by
where ' and '' denote the first and second differentiating with respect to α . When r u A − is sensitive to α changing but û is not, the curve appears flat with small û changing. Contrarily, when û is sensitive to α changing but
is not, the curve appears steep with small r u A − changing. Thus, the appropriate values of the regularization parameter α can thus be determined by minimizing the curvature functional of the curve plotted for r u A − versus û . The functional described by Eq. (21) would have multiple minima which arise the corners of L-curve. Although the problem can be regularized by using the regularization parameters corresponding to the minimum curvatures of the L-curve, the smallest regularization parameter should be used for the regularized problem ( r u u A = −α ) being most neighbor to original problem ( r Au = ). In other words, the regularization solution is most approximate to real solution as the smallest regularization parameter being used. Consequently, a proper choice of regularization parameter is a compromise between the accuracy and robustness of the approximation solution.
Numerical Simulations

Modelling a Rotor-Bearing System by Finite Element Method
This study uses finite element method to simulate unbalance responses of a rotor-bearing system subjected to rotating unbalances. The finite element model can be expressed by
where M, C, G and K are the mass, damping, gyroscopic and stiffness matrix, respectively; Ω is the shaft speed; the whirl responses are denoted by
; Y r and Z r represent transverse displacements; Y θ and Z θ represent the bending angles; the subscripts Y and Z represent coordinate axes. Additionally, the centrifugal force can be expressed by
where Y f and Z f are amplitude components of the centrifugal force in the Y axis and Z axis of rectangular coordinates, respectively, and initial phase lag of centrifugal force apart from Y axis is denoted by ψ .
The whirl response q and centrifugal force f can be expressed by
where r and u represent whirl responses and unbalances in rotating coordinate system. φ is denoted for phase of whirl response. Substituting Eqs. (23), (24a) and (24b) into Eq. (22) gives ( )
(26) Thus, the influence coefficient matrix is expressed as ( )
For the simulation of rotor balancing, a commercial software ANSYS (14) will be used to determine steady-state responses induced by unbalances for the finite element model of a rotor-bearing system. A special beam element of ANSYS can be used to model a rotating shaft, since the gyroscopic effect additionally, the effects of rotary inertia, shear and flexural deformations and centrifugal force are included. In ANSYS, element namely by MATRIX 27 is used to model rotating disks and bearings. The geometry of this element is undefined, but its mechanism can be specified in forms of stiffness, damping, and mass matrix for any two-node element. The Harmonic Solver of ANSYS will be used to determine the steady-state responses for structures including rotor-bearing systems. The details are described in Kang et al (15, 16) .
The rotor-bearing system as shown in Figure 1 and its physical parameters of disks P P P P P P P P P P N/m and K yz =K zy =0 identically. The rotor damping and bearing damping are negligible. Both ten positions distributed along the shaft are available for sensor locations and balancing planes respectively not all of those locations will be selected to be utilized. The steady-state responses along the shaft can be obtained by harmonic analysis, which is shown in the amplitudes and phases at typical sensor locations form 1000 rpm to 10000 rpm as illustrated in Figure 2 .
Flexible Rotor Balancing: Double Speeds
For the rotor-bearing system as mentioned above, the balancing speeds rpm 1000 1 = Ω being below the first critical speed and rpm 5400 2 = Ω locating between the first two critical speeds are chosen. The unbalance responses with considering measurement contamination can be expressed by Computation results of unbalances are used to correct the unbalanced rotor-bearing system. The balancing results are realized in reducing original whirl responses to residual responses. Their availability can be evaluated by the residue inverses z 1k , z 2k and z 3k which are defined by inverse of root mean square of residual amplitude measurements due to total sensors, average residual amplitudes of total nodes, and the maximum residual amplitude among total nodes, respectively, at the balancing speed k Ω , where k Ω represents 1 Ω and 2 Ω . So, total six residue inverses are used to evaluate availability of computation method in unbalance determinations as shown by the changes of residue inverses relative to the measurement error. Since the vibration of different positions due to various modes don't have the same magnitude order, the appropriate weighting coefficients for the same order in magnitudes of all vibration amplitudes in every positions utilized to construct IC are necessary. Thus, the weighted influence coefficients (WIC) method is also used to evaluate the influence of measurement error and condition number of matrix.
The L-curve plots as shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are used in searching regularization parameters of TR for solving IC or WIC equations. In both figures, the first row is shown for ill-posed cases and the second row is shown for well-posed cases. The conditions in the same column are compared between their condition numbers for the same IC dimension denoted on the top positions. Several corners may exist in every case; however, the regularization parameter of first corner is chosen due to its smallest value.
The changes in residue inverse versus measurement errors for various cases are shown from Figs. 5 to 10. In these figures, residue inverse are scaled in ordinate and error percentage of measurement contamination is designated by abscissa. when three sensors S 3 , S 4 , and S 7 are adopted as shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. In Fig. 5 , the residue inverse due to using WIC matrix is better than those due to using IC matrix especially for the residue inverse z 11 when LSA is utilized. Similarly, when TR is utilized, the residue inverses due to using WIC matrix are better than those due to using IC matrix, with regularization parameters are respectively, except the residue inverse z 12 . In Fig. 6 , the residue inverse due to using WIC matrix is better than those due to using IC matrix. Also, the residue inverses are very approximate by due to using both LSA and TR as the value of regularization parameter is slight. When α is small enough, both TR and LSA have acceptable robustness against measurement error up to 10%.
The condition numbers of Case 2-1 and 2-2 are the largest and smallest among those dimensions of IC matrix utilized being 3 ) 2 4 ( × × when four sensors S 3 , S 4 , S 7 , and S 8 are adopted as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively. In Fig. 7 , the residue inverse due to using TR with α = However, the residue inverses due to using LSA based on IC matrix are the worst except residue inverse z 12 . In Fig.8 , the balancing results using WIC matrix are better than those using IC matrix. 
Practical Experiments
The experimental apparatus and a rotor kit are illustrated in Fig. 11 . The first two critical speeds of this rotor kit are obtained experimentally as 3480 rpm (58 Hz) and 9780 rpm (163 Hz). So, the rotating speeds 3000 rpm (50 Hz) below the first critical speed is selected for balancing. The trial mass weight 3.55 gram, which is fastened in each balancing plane at radial distance apart from shaft center by 3 cm and at 0 . According to L-curve plots shown in Fig. 12 , the appropriate values of regularization parameter are setting as 0.9 and 1 × 10 -7 for ill and well condition, respectively. The changes in residue inverses versus measurement error from practical experiments are shown in the first, second, and third column for z 1 , z 2 , and z 3 , respectively of Fig. 13 . The residue inverses decrease rapidly as measurement error increases up to 20% and be worse than the accuracy due to original unbalance shown by the horizontal line in this figure. When IC matrix is ill, residue inverse and robustness against measurement error due to using TR are better than those due to using LSA. However, the robustness of LSA is better than TR as IC matrix is well-posed.
Conclusions
Several significant results of this study are yielded and described as follows. (1) For both TR and LSA residue inverse decreases as the measurement error becomes larger. The third kind balancing accuracy corresponding to the maximum amplitude can be kept constant more than 0.1 -1 µm for the well-posed cases and less then 0.1 -1 µm for the ill-posed cases as measurement error below 1% when TR with an appropriate value of regularization parameter is utilized. (2) When Hermitian matrix of IC is ill-conditioned, using TR to determine unbalances with an appropriate regularization parameter can improve the robustness against measurement error and update residue inverse. (3) The more severe the illness of IC matrix is, the TR is the more superior robustness against measurement error than LSA. (4) When Hermitian matrix of IC is well-posed, both LSA and TR used in rotor balancing have approximate accuracies and same robustness against measurement error. However, TR needs an additional computation for the appropriate value of regularization parameter. So, TR is not necessary for balancing those rotor-bearing systems which is well-posed. (5) When the LSA is utilized in ill-posed cases, the balancing results denoted by the third kind accuracy get worse than those due to original unbalances. In these cases, z 32 of LSA results is from one half to one third of original accuracy even when measurement error is below to 1%. (6) For the first kind of residue inverses z 11 and z 12 for both balancing speed, the balancing results using TR are worse than those using LSA due to lack of Figure 13 . The changes in residue inverse versus measurement error for practical experiments as the condition of IC matrix utilized is illness: up row and wellness: low row by using both LSA:
and TR: (7) The residue inverses are influenced by the value of regularization parameter. The accuracies by using TR with an inappropriate value of regularization parameter may be worse than those by using LSA. (8) Residue inverses due to using WIC matrix are better than those due to using IC matrix. (9) Unbalances determination by using TR is realized by the practical experiment of balancing a rotor kit. Both LSA and TR methods yield accuracy being larger than 2 
10
− -1 µm when measurement error is below to 10% and the balancing results will be worse than original unbalance when measurement error is larger than 20%. While the accuracy of TR result is better than those of LSA results for the ill-posed cases. But for well-posed cases the accuracies of both results are very close.
